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Abstract. In a model-based testing approach as well as for the verification of properties by model-checking, B models provide an interesting
solution. But for industrial applications, the size of their state space often
makes them hard to handle. To reduce the amount of states, an abstraction function can be used, often combining state variable elimination and
domain abstractions of the remaining variables. This paper illustrates a
computer aided abstraction process that combines syntactic and semantic abstraction functions. The first function syntactically transforms a B
event system M into an abstract one A, and the second one transforms a
B event system into a Symbolic Labelled Transition System (SLTS). The
syntactic transformation suppresses some variables in M. This function
is correct in the sense that A is refined by M. A process that combines
the syntactic and semantic abstractions has been experimented. It significantly reduces the time cost of semantic abstraction computation.
This abstraction process allows for verifying safety properties by modelchecking or for generating abstract tests. These tests are generated by a
coverage criteria such as all states or all transitions of an SLTS.
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